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The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation

...
all
good
deeds
“
start in the
hearts and souls
of individuals ..."
—Lloyd Noble, Jan. 22, 1948

A life worth living
is cultivated through
a daily devotion to

serving,
NOT JUST
DOING.

T H E G R E AT T O - D O

T

by Courtney Leeper

✓
✓
✓

The to-do list has infused itself into life’s
daily routine. Black-and-white directives
govern what a person will do today, this
week, next month. The schedule is set,
ready to lead toward a desired outcome.
Crossing off one, two, three items can —
and often does — add up to production,
and productivity contributes to success.
However, success is empty without an
underlying purpose, with no higher calling
to meet a need outside the triumphant
individual.

During flights between oil rigs across the country, Noble had seen the ill effects of neglecting the soil, not just
for the land but also for the people who depended on it.
A new purpose began building in Noble’s heart and soul,
one that would lead to action guided by desire to serve.
In 1945, Noble took funds earned through his enterprises and formed a tangible resource that would supply knowledge and training to farmers and ranchers. He
called it The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, named
after the most charitable man he knew: his father. He
tasked his organization with supporting the land’s
caretakers. Through the years, programs developed in
education, research and consultation, as well as in traditional foundation giving activities, such as grant-giving
to nonprofits.
The Noble Foundation Board of Directors, largely
composed of Noble's descendants, unanimously elected
to separate the organization's activities, effective
May 1, 2017.
The organization's research, education and con-

sultation activities stayed with the existing entity and
became Noble Research Institute, LLC, a 501(c)(3)
public charity. The philanthropic activities, including the
grant-making and scholarship programs of the original
organization, were shifted to a new, private foundation:
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation.
The new Noble Foundation supports Noble’s
commitment to land stewardship and gives to other
charitable organizations pursuing their own callings
to cultivate good health, support education and build
stronger communities.
This report shows the impact of a few of 2018’s
activities: an organization able to serve farmers and
ranchers, a college equipped to train future nurses, a
student prepared to serve the guardians of the land,
and children given respite from the fight of a lifetime.
It takes commitment, and a series of ordered action
items, to accomplish any great mission. But between
the lines of all those to-do’s, written in an invisible ink,
is the greatest purpose of all: to serve. 

Lloyd Noble recognized this simple truth.
Noble had found great success in the oil
fields through the 1930s and ’40s, but he
realized his accomplishments were worth
little if he did nothing to make life better
for those around him.
L E F T : The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation gives in the spirit of
Lloyd Noble.
R I G H T : The Dust Bowl of the 1930s inspired Lloyd Noble, an Oklahoma
oilman, to use his resources to help farmers and ranchers improve the
land and prevent future disaster.

The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
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A C AT T L E M A N ’ S C H A N G E O F H E A R T

by Arielle Farve

What
I
love
“ best about
what I do in
agriculture
is that it does matter. It feeds people. My blood,
sweat and tears make a difference.”
—Rusty Daniel, Oklahoma rancher

Continue reading to see how
Noble Research Institute comes alongside
farmers and ranchers, the land’s stewards.

S

Sunlight spills across the sky, sweeping across a gentle
slope where rancher Rusty Daniel gazes at a dozen
cows. His eyes laugh as calves dance after their mothers
in the dewy dawn. It’s a moment he once would have
bustled past until a change of heart transformed his life.
“When you’re lying in a bed dying, money doesn’t
matter,” Daniel says.
“What I love best about what I do in agriculture is that it does matter. It feeds people. My blood, sweat and tears make a difference.”
Three generations of Daniel descendants have operated on the family place in
Coleman, Oklahoma. Daniel meanders downhill past places marked with memories. He motions toward his childhood home, the path he often walks with his wife,
Stephanie, and the house where he brought his newborn daughters.
The breeze leans against prairie grass around Daniel as he recalls other days
plagued with hardship. Unrelated business losses forced him and his father to cut
their herd. Five hundred cows went down to 80. Daniel also had to sell 1,200 acres
of the family ranch. His grandparents died shortly after.
“Those things happen and mold you as a person,” Daniel says. “It’s like you go
into the grinder. It crushes you up. Then you come out on the other side. You look
back and ask, ‘Did I get ground to pieces? Is it hopeless now?’”
Daniel would discover his answer. And a whole lot more along the way.

The Illness

Noble Research Institute

Shivers were Daniel’s first warning bells that a quirk of biology was killing him.
It was July 2010. His symptoms quickly escalated. His blood pressure spiked.
A third of his weight melted off in three weeks. He blamed stress at first. The
responsibility to provide for his family’s livelihood weighed heavily on his heart.
Work days grew longer. Family time was scarce. Church fell from routine
to rarity. His life was a cycle of checking cattle, mending fences and working
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helps

farmers and ranchers
through consultation,
education and
research.

through sweat and blisters. “I went into overdrive,” Daniel says. “There was about a
four-year period where I wasn’t the person I needed to be.”
His heart was in overdrive, too. Most hearts have an aortic valve with three leaflets.
These leaflets flap open and close like rhythmically revolving doors that regulate blood
flow. Daniel was born with a bicuspid aortic valve, which only has two flaps. Some
people with this condition go their entire lives without complications. Daniel’s condition,
however, was quickly turning deadly.

The Ranch

Bottle feeding calves was Daniel’s first job back when the place was a dairy farm. Even as
a kid, all he ever wanted to do was work with cattle.
Daniel’s dad, David Daniel, reached out to Noble Research Institute for advice on
growing his operation in 1978. Each time Noble consultant Dan Childs visited, 12-yearold Rusty Daniel came along with his dad to listen. “Rusty was always full of questions
as a boy,” Childs says. “He wanted to know more and know why.”
The Daniels traded dairy cows for beef cattle in 1994. Their operation is still called
Daniel Brothers Dairy, but the family’s ranching methods have evolved. They’ve embraced progressive techniques, like no-till, with help from Noble Research Institute.
Noble helps farmers and ranchers through consultation, education and research, and
the Ardmore-based organization is the primary recipient of The Samuel Roberts Noble
Foundation’s funding for agricultural research. “Mr. Noble believed in land stewardship
and soil conservation,” says Alexis Carter-Black, Noble Foundation’s director of philanthropy. “Noble Research Institute is the living embodiment of his vision.”
For the Daniel family, Noble has been a source of research-based counsel for generations. “I’ve never understood why people don’t use Noble Research Institute,” Daniel
says. “We bounced everything off consultants. If it has to do with cattle or agriculture,
they are on point. They made us better producers and stewards of the land.”
As he faced critical health issues in 2010, however, Daniel left the family ranch, oblivious that he may not see it again.

The Hospital

Daniel was down 60 pounds the Monday morning he went to see his cardiologist. The
cardiologist diagnosed him after a single handshake. The weight loss and fever combined with the bicuspid aortic valve were textbook symptoms of a heart infection.

L E F T : Rusty Daniel raises beef cattle on his ranch near Coleman, Oklahoma.
P R E V I O U S P A G E : Rusty Daniel’s relationship with Noble Research Institute began when
he was a child. Daniel’s father first reached out to the organization for advice in 1978.

The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation

Daniel rushed to the hospital. His overworked valve had reached its expiration date.
The ER doctors assessed the damage to Daniel’s heart and put him on an antibiotic.
Sunday evening when his fever subsided, a surgeon stepped into Daniel’s hospital room
to explain that his aortic valve was gone. If there was enough tissue to sew the valve
back on, he’d recover. If there wasn’t, he would never know. He wouldn’t wake up from
surgery. The operation’s risks were real. Success was a scalpel’s width from disaster.
Daniel didn’t dwell on the risks as he prepped for surgery on that October evening in
2010. He knew the list of potential complications, but his focus was overwhelmingly on
how he would live if he survived.
He woke up from the surgery with a scar dividing him. On the Tuesday night following his surgery, a nurse found him crying. When she asked if he was OK, he explained he
had never felt better.
“In that moment, I realized that people are more important than money,” Daniel says.
“I can either choose to live my life to try to do what’s best for people, or I can live my
life for what’s best for me. God had seen fit to spare my life, and I’m going to make the
most of it.”

The Homecoming

Daniel came home to the ranch that had been his whole life after 21 days in the intensive care unit. The vibrant hues of orange that adorned the trees in October had melted
away. Leaves crunched as Daniel stepped on the driveway toward his home.
The house door burst open, releasing a welcoming parade of family. Daniel savored
every second, filled with joy he hadn’t felt since before the land sale. Inside, he found
cards covering the kitchen table. Each one offered an outpouring of well wishes, but
Daniel insists that none were better than the one sent by Noble Research Institute.
“When you go through something like that, you find out who really cares about you,”
Daniel says. “It was amazing to me how much the Noble Research Institute cared about
what was going on with me. It’s not just a job to them.”
Hugh Aljoe, Noble Research Institute director of producer relations, remembers
taking the card around for all the consultants to sign. “We rally around our producers
here,” Aljoe says. “For us, the reason we stay here isn’t the paycheck. We stay for the
atmosphere of being able to work with people who care about others more than anything. That’s why we are producer relations.”
Daniel had a secondary surgery to replace his battered valve in 2017, and now he is
back on the ranch doing what he has always wanted to do: raising cattle. Only now, his
change of heart has given him new appreciation for life and his responsibility on the land.
“This is what I love to do,” Daniel says. “I’m so thankful to be able to get up every morning and go outside and see what I can do to improve this ranch and raise quality beef.”
He embraces every chance to be a positive impact. And, on a brilliant morning, joy
radiates from Daniel as he watches cattle dart downhill, making what would have been
a mundane moment magical. 
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DELIVERING THE DREAM

by Jessica Willingham

Langston
instills
“ leadership
qualities that
prepare you
to be a boss in the future. ... I can't say enough about the
staff and our teachers. Thanks to them, you can make it at
Langston. We're family."
—Lezlie Hacker, nursing program student from Wilson, Oklahoma

Continue reading to see how
Langston University nursing program fills
need for southern Oklahoma students.

A

Ardmore is the largest city in Oklahoma
without a four-year university. To a region
an hour from a metro and surrounded
by small towns, higher education looks
a bit like the yellow brick road: a feat of
travel and magic, with the help of friends,
culminating at graduation in an Emerald
City somewhere far away. With decent
credit and good gas mileage, or great
Wi-Fi, higher education is just over the
rainbow.
Langston University is here to help
change that.
In the spring of 2019, Langston University’s Bachelor of Science
in Nursing program began classes at the University Center of
Southern Oklahoma (UCSO) in Ardmore. Langston’s motto is
simple: education for service. And when it comes to serving,
there’s no place like home. The program ensures students in
southern Oklahoma can achieve advanced nursing degrees,
locally, for generations to come.
“Once Langston made the announcement that it was coming
to Ardmore, I immediately looked into their program and rankings. It felt like home for me,” says Lezlie Hacker, a program
student from Wilson, Oklahoma. “It was Langston or bust.”

P R E V I O U S P A G E : Lezlie Hacker is a student in Langston University’s nursing program at the University Center of Southern Oklahoma in
Ardmore.
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Langston’s nursing
program at UCSO will
graduate its first class in

DECEMBER

2020
L E F T : Lezlie Hackler (center) works through clinicals
at Mercy Hospital in Ardmore
with fellow student Alexus
Williams (left) and Langston
University instructor Suzie
Shalver (right).
A B O V E : Real-world training is a valuable component
of education in Langston
University’s nursing program.

Learning Possibility

Nursing programs are in high demand across Oklahoma
and North Texas.
Murray State College in Tishomingo, where Hacker
earned her associate degree, is one example. This program
offers a two-year degree in nursing and prepares graduates to take the National Council Licensing Exam (NCLEX),
the final step in becoming a registered nurse.
East Central University was another. However, in
addition to conferring associate degrees, it also offered
a bachelor’s degree through the university center in
Ardmore. An affordable, accessible bachelor’s program
opens a pathway for associate degree holders, practicing
nurses, certified nurse assistants and other medical professionals to gain higher specialization and pay. So when
ECU withdrew its nursing program from Ardmore’s UCSO
campus in 2017 due to budget cuts, it presented area
students and working healthcare professionals a serious
roadblock to upward mobility. It was a golden opportunity
for Langston’s program to fill the need.

The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
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Tradition of Excellence

Langston University has a central campus in Langston, Oklahoma, with
nursing extension programs in Oklahoma City and Tulsa. Langston’s
nursing graduates have an average passing rate of 91 percent on the
NCLEX, higher than the national average — a testament to the program’s
ability and excellence. Hacker says the diversity of hands-on clinicals and
simulation labs sets the experience apart. Students also take extra classes in research and leadership, preparing them for supervisory positions.
“That’s the whole philosophy of Langston,” Hacker says. “Langston
instills leadership qualities that prepare you to be a boss in the future.”

Noble
“ Lloyd
believed in civic
life, education

and growing opportunity in your own backyard.
Langston lives those values, and the Noble Foundation
is proud to support this program ... .”
—Alexis Carter-Black, Noble Foundation director of philanthropy

Feels Like Family

Bringing Langston’s program to Ardmore is a perfect fit, says Mautra
Jones, Langston’s vice president of institutional advancement and external affairs. Jones, whose hometown is Ardmore, says Langston alumni
have always been involved in varying aspects of life there, from school
to church and 4-H. Local alumni presence spelled greater potential for
the future of the UCSO program and was a deciding factor in bringing
Langston to Ardmore.
“Langston has a rich heritage here. It’s always been a premier
university for black students, and it’s open to everybody,” Jones says.
“Langston produces incredible graduates and community leaders. We’re
making a difference.”
Another factor was the facilities built for the ECU program at UCSO:
new labs and classrooms ready for students. All Langston was missing
was a staff to support its inaugural class. The Noble Foundation lent a
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L E F T : Ardmore-based
Langston University nursing
students Sherita Daniels, Amy
Cohee, Alexus Williams and
Marlina Forsythe (left to right)
train at Mercy Hospital in Ardmore as part of their clinicals.
A B O V E : Langston University nursing program instructor
Suzie Shalver provides advice
and educational support to
students in the field.

hand to making that dream happen with a $50,000 grant, enabling
the program to hire instructors, administrative assistants, advisers and
recruiting faculty.
“Noble’s grant was able to support a pressing need,” says Peggy
Maher, UCSO president and CEO. “Recruiting is a big puzzle piece in
the program being visible to the community. Without Noble, it couldn’t
come together.”
Supporting Langston’s efforts in Ardmore was an easy decision, says
Alexis Carter-Black, director of philanthropy at the Noble Foundation.
“Lloyd Noble believed in civic life, education and growing opportunity
in your own backyard,” Carter-Black says. “Langston lives those values,
and the Noble Foundation is proud to support this program as it fills a
need in Ardmore for a quality nursing program.”

Education for Service

Dorothy Varner is the academic adviser and recruiter for Langston’s
nursing program at UCSO. She is also a Langston alum and former student
at Douglass High School in Ardmore — one of the last segregated high

The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation

schools to close in 1969. She’s devoted to her alma maters and determined to expand the dreams of rural students. Varner travels to local high
schools, career centers and colleges to talk about the nursing program,
and she works to gather the support and generosity of the many Langston
and Douglass alumni in the area.
“We want students to know you can stay here at this university,”
Varner says. “Not only do we want to recruit students, we want to
graduate them. That’s what makes it special.”

“You Can Make It
At Langston”

Langston’s nursing program at UCSO will graduate its first class in December 2020. Hacker says it’s been a long journey but one she’s glad
to be taking with Langston.
“I struggled having confidence in myself that I could do it,” Hacker
says, “but I can’t say enough about the staff and our teachers. Thanks
to them, you can make it at Langston. We’re family.” 
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P U R S U I N G A D R E A M A S A C A R E E R PAT H

by Meg Drake

The
Noble
“ Foundation’s
investment in
my education
has allowed me to pursue an academic career in the
field of agriculture while also giving me the opportunity
to grow as a person and build relationships with other
students and faculty... .”
—Victoria Chapman, 2018 Sam Noble Scholarship recipient

Continue reading to see how
Victoria Chapman is pursuing her goal to
support farmers and ranchers with help
from the Sam Noble Scholarship Program.

V

Victoria Chapman has set her sights on
a career path that allows her to serve an
industry she loves: agriculture.
Chapman was born and raised as the
fourth generation on her family’s cattle
operation in south-central Oklahoma.
From a young age, she remembers
helping her father with day-to-day ranch
duties like gathering cattle, checking
heats and processing calves each
spring. During this time, Chapman was
also exposed to the policy side of the
agriculture industry.
“Growing up, every summer, my siblings and I would attend the
Oklahoma Cattlemen’s Convention annual meeting,” Chapman
says. “It seemed as though this was only a routine but, what I
didn’t realize, it was teaching me dedication and commitment
to the industry.”
Throughout her childhood, Chapman was a member of
several agricultural organizations. She exhibited livestock at
local, state and national shows and had a keen interest in agriculture-related competitions. She credits her involvement with
her local FFA as having the biggest impact on her educational
decisions.
“Proudly wearing the blue and gold corduroy jacket for five
years, I was exposed to several different areas within the ag
industry,” Chapman says. “This allowed me to discover my own
interests in specific areas and would eventually prepare me for
a future occupation in agriculture.”
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Chapman emodies

everything

the Sam Noble Scholarship
Program sets out
to accomplish.

A B O V E : Victoria Chapman, a
senior at Oklahoma State University and recipient of the Sam Noble
Scholarship, studies agribusiness
with an emphasis in pre-law and
minor in legal studies.
P R E V I O U S P A G E : Victoria
Chapman works part-time for
National Livestock Commission
Association in Oklahoma City and
will move to full-time following
graduation in spring 2020.

Pursuing a Career in Ag

Today, Chapman attends Oklahoma State University and is preparing to take
the next step in her life’s goal of serving and working within the agriculture
industry. She’s currently studying agribusiness with an emphasis in pre-law
and minor in legal studies and is set to graduate with her bachelor’s degree
in May 2020.
“I was interested in ag business because of the opportunity for hands-on
experience,” Chapman says. “Professors are great at relating lessons learned
in the classroom to real-life situations similar to what my family would experience and use to run our ranching operation. Choosing my minor to be in the
area of legal studies fueled my interest in policy, especially as it pertains to
understanding wording and meanings behind contracts.”

2018 ANNUAL REPORT

Chapman is heavily involved in OSU’s College of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources (CASNR). She has kept busy with internships and positions within departments and has actively participated
in on-campus organizations. She is quick to note being a recipient
of the Sam Noble Scholarship has allowed her to focus heavily on
her studies and simultaneously participate in many extracurricular
activities.
“The Noble Foundation’s investment in my education has allowed
me to pursue an academic career in the field of agriculture while also
giving me the opportunity to grow as a person and build relationships
with other students and faculty involved in CASNR,” Chapman says.
From internships in Washington, D.C., with the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Farm Production and Conservation division, to serving
as a CASNR ambassador and the executive director of the Student
Alumni Board, Chapman embodies everything the Sam Noble Scholarship Program sets out to accomplish.
“Victoria Chapman exemplifies the ideal Sam Noble Scholar,” says
Alexis Carter-Black, Noble Foundation director of philanthropy. “We
are proud of her achievements and look forward to her leaving her
mark in the field of agriculture.”

Scholarship Program

Every year, the Sam Noble Scholarship Program endorses students
from south-central Oklahoma who have dreams of obtaining an
associate degree in technology or bachelor’s and graduate degrees in
numerous agriculture-related fields.
“The main purpose of the Sam Noble Scholarship Program is to
support the educational aspirations of students who want to pursue a
future in agriculture,” Carter-Black says. “The scholarship has clearly
served its intended purpose by choosing Victoria Chapman as a
recipient.”
Selected recipients can receive up to $20,000 to put toward their
college or post-high-school education. The scholarship is available to
students who plan to attend or are currently attending a land-grant
institution in the U.S. or a technical program offered by Oklahoma
State University Institute of Technology, Okmulgee or Oklahoma
State University, Oklahoma City. Students must also hail from one of
Oklahoma’s south-central or southeastern counties.
The scholarship is extremely competitive, Carter-Black says.
“Each year we receive a number of applications from high achiev-

The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation

ing students — those who have graduated at the top of their high
school classes with 4.0 GPAs and above, many with ACT scores above
30 and a few each year with perfect ACT scores,” she says.

Future Plans

Following graduation, Chapman plans on entering the workforce.
She would like to continue her growth and development within the
agriculture industry by obtaining a livestock marketing position that
deals specifically with policy.
“I hope to serve producers and consumers through regulatory and
financial hardships that will arise over time through the changes in
the industry,” Chapman says.
Every industry is constantly evolving, and Chapman believes the
agriculture industry is no exception. Part of her 10-year plan after
college is to work with producers, small and large, to devise and fight
for policy that fits their ever-changing needs.
“I’d like to work first with small farmers and ranchers in rural areas
and eventually move into working with commercial operations,”
Chapman says. “I’d like to create consulting relationships with these
producers and analyze legislation with and for them.” 

For more
information

and a full list of scholarship
requirements, please visit
www.noblefoundation.org/
scholarships.

year we
“ Each
receive a number of

applications from high
achieving students —
those who have graduated at the top of their high school classes with 4.0 GPAs and
above, many with ACT scores above 30 and a few each year with perfect ACT scores.”
—Alexis Carter-Black, Noble Foundation director of philanthropy
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A FORCE FOR GOOD

by Jessica Willingham

It’s
the
most
“ rewarding
experience
you can get

to help people who need help. And I don’t know a
soul in a hospital who does not need help.”
—Tom Umstead, founder of Mr. Tom’s Heart

Continue reading to see how
children experience bright moments in
difficult times thanks to Mr. Tom’s Heart.

I

“I’m too old to be dangerous,” Tom
Umstead laughs.
Underestimating this 86-year-old would
be your first mistake. It’s only 5 a.m.,
but “Mr. Tom” has been awake for hours
picking up food donations from big
box stores, delivering bouquets of lilies
to every nurse on staff at Children’s
Healthcare Atlanta, passing out hugs to
family members in the pediatric wing, and
greeting dozens of friends and fans alike.
For someone who spends every day in a
hospital, Mr. Tom is full of joy and humor.
He’s dangerous only to apathy and the
idea that little efforts can’t make a big
difference.
Tom Umstead is a force for good.
P R E V I O U S P A G E : Tom Umstead started Mr. Tom’s Heart, which links
people in need with people and companies who have resources.
R I G H T : Tom Umstead delivers flowers and other goods to Scottish Rite
hospital in Atlanta.
O P P O S I T E P A G E : Mr. Tom’s Heart is run entirely by volunteers, who
deliver food and other goods to numerous organizations, including those
that serve sick children and adults, lonely seniors, and homeless children
and moms.

20
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Inspired to Serve

Umstead is the founder of Mr. Tom’s Heart, a nonprofit organization serving sick children,
lonely seniors and homeless families. Mr. Tom’s Heart feeds 1,000 people a day and
distributes $1 million dollars of in-kind donations every year, mostly in food, art supplies,
events, and entertainment for hospitalized children and their families.
“The first time I ever went to a hospital was during the polio epidemic in 1952,”
Umstead remembers. He was a freshman football player at Georgia Tech playing a game
for charity. He didn’t think of hospitals, volunteering or fundraising for the next 40 years.
That all changed on a regular day in retirement, during an errand to the local Publix.
While picking out a loaf of bread, Umstead noticed the store throwing out day-old
items. Umstead offered to pick up and deliver goods to local charities. Food donation
presents legal and logistical challenges, but Umstead was determined to connect surplus
items with those who needed them most. Mr. Tom’s Heart was born.
Today, Mr. Tom’s Heart accepts donations seven days a week from brands like Publix,
Costco and Trader Joes. His food pickups provide for Ronald McDonald House and The
Zone, both special wings within Children’s Healthcare Atlanta. As families travel and
spend extended time in treatment, often separated from one another and relying on
shelters for food and housing, a free meal and genuine connection can make all the
difference.

Mr. Tom's Heart feeds

1,000
P E O P L E A D AY

The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
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“It’s the most rewarding experience you can get to help people
who need help,” Umstead says, “And I don’t know a soul in a hospital
who does not need help.”
Umstead says his spiritual gift is helping bring joy to sick kids, but
his secret power is persuasion. People can’t turn down his optimism.
Mr. Tom’s Heart is run by more than 100 dedicated volunteers. When
he’s not recruiting help, he’s generating new ideas for hospital programs and fundraising.
“He’s such a dreamer. He is truly a visionary,” says Juliet Veal, child
life supervisor at The Zone. “He sees needs, and he acts on them. If
there is a way to do something, he will figure it out, even if it’s challenging. Every time he calls, I know it's going to be something great.”
Mr. Tom’s Heart allows The Zone to provide programming it otherwise could not afford, says Veal. Existing programs were already
stretched when Umstead called her up wanting to expand upon The
Zone’s new prom.
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A B O V E : Tom Umstead participates in
coloring with Scottish Rite hospital patients
and staff.
R I G H T : Tom Umstead plays Wii bowling
at Scottish Rite hospital in Atlanta. The
hospital is one of several organizations Mr.
Tom’s Heart supports through time and
donations.
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Prom for All

Mr. Tom’s Heart envisioned The Zone as an impressive event venue. Umstead wanted to give patients not
just a night of dancing but the entire prom experience. He needed enough funding to host current and past
patients who missed out on the milestone due to illness, and he wanted to outfit everyone attending with
corsages, boutonnieres, dresses, suits and style.
“Mr. Tom’s Heart had a brilliant, big-hearted idea,” says Alexis Carter-Black, Noble Foundation director of
philanthropy.
The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation awarded $6,000 to Mr. Tom’s Heart in support. A portion of the
grant helped girls receiving chemo at Scottish Rite Children’s Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia, prepare for the
prom with makeup, hair and salon services.
“We were able to transform a hospital into this magical place,” remembers Lee Smith, Umstead’s daughter.
“The kids forget that they’re sick or different or in a wheelchair. Everyone gets to feel fabulous.”
Almost 70 kids enjoy the now-annual prom. Veal says The Zone prom is better than any high school event,
with an enormous attention to detail. Kids feel like they get a real prom, not a second-hand experience due to
sickness.
“Without Mr. Tom, we wouldn’t be able to have prom. He’s like a guardian angel,” Veal says. “I wish every
organization had someone who backs them so much and believes in them so much.”

were able to transform a
“ We
hospital into this magical place."
—Lee Smith, Umstead's daughter

A Noble Friendship

It was Ed Noble, founder Lloyd Noble’s son, who first inspired Umstead to serve children. The two attended
church together before Ed passed away in 2016. While Noble served on the Noble Foundation Board of Directors for more than half a century, he also gave his time and attention to local youth groups.
“Ed Noble was one great human being,” Umstead remembers. “Ed had a gift with children that you would
not believe, and my spiritual gift is the same thing. He had a few more dollars than I did. And, hey, with more
money, you can do more things.”
Grants from the Noble Foundation support various initiatives, like bringing Atlanta Zoo animals to The Zone
and helping broadcast the event to those too sick to participate. Umstead says Noble’s financial support helps
him dream bigger and improve events, but it’s Ed’s example that truly shapes the way he serves.
“When I hear someone say ‘You can’t do that,’ I always say, ‘Well you know Ed ... it didn’t faze Ed,’” Umstead laughs. “He had a more important job to do: to serve. His example is humbling to us all.” 

The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
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O R G A N I Z AT I O N N A M E

LO C AT I O N

GRANT

AMOUNT

A Chance to Change Foundation

Oklahoma City, OK

A Chance To Succeed And Addiction Education
Series

35,000

Reading Therapists' Salaries And Mentoring/Teacher
Training

20,000

Operating Support

30,000

A Plus Reading Inc.

Ardmore, OK

Arbuckle Life Solutions, Inc.

Ardmore, OK

Ardmore Independent School District No. 19

Ardmore, OK

Ardmore City Schools Fine Arts Enrichment Series

50,000

Association of Professional Oklahoma Educators
Foundation

Norman, OK

Operating Support

20,000

Atlanta Union Mission Corporation

Atlanta, OK

Operating Support

20,000

Carter County CASA, Inc.

Ardmore, OK

Operating Support

10,000

Center of Family Love

Okarche, OK

Horticulture Therapy Program

50,000

Charles B. Goddard Center for Visual and Performing
Arts, Inc.

Ardmore, OK

Operations & Art Education Program

35,000

Cities in Schools, Inc.

Ardmore, OK

2018-2019 After School Program

25,000

Program Support 2018 Oklahoma Teachers Institute

12,000
25,000

Colonial Williamsburg Foundation

Williamsburg, VA

25,175

New Roof

Dean McGee Eye Institute

Oklahoma City, OK

Vivarium Equipment Updates To Enhance Vision
Research

Diabetes Solutions OK Inc.

Oklahoma City, OK

Program Support

Education and Employment Ministry, Inc.

Oklahoma City, OK

Family Shelter of Southern Oklahoma for Victims of
Domestic Violence
George West Mental Health Foundation Inc.

7,500

Operating Support

30,000

Vocational Training

10,000

Ardmore, OK

Shelter And Advocacy Program

15,000

Atlanta, GA

Adolescent Treatment Program

35,000

Operating Support

40,000

Operating Support

75,000

Dental Program

65,000

Gloria Ainsworth Child Care and Learning Center, Inc.

Ardmore, OK

Good Shepherd Community Clinic, Inc.

Ardmore, OK

Great Expectations Foundation

Tahlequah, OK

Operating Support

15,000

Intercollegiate Studies Institute, Inc.

Wilmington, DE

Oklahoma Leadership Project

25,000

Nursing Extension At The University Center Of
Southern Oklahoma

50,000

Langston University Foundation

Langston, OK

2018 ANNUAL REPORT

O R G A N I Z AT I O N N A M E
Leading The Way With Dr. Michael Youssef, Inc.
Little Hill Foundation for the
Rehabilitation of Alcoholics, Inc
Mr. Tom's Heart
Murray State College Foundation, Inc.
Noble Research Institute, LLC

LO C AT I O N
Atlanta, GA
Blairstown, NJ
Atlanta, GA
Tishomingo, OK
Ardmore, OK

GRANT

AMOUNT

Muslim World Outreach

50,000

Noble Women's Center Addition And Renovation

50,000

Operating Support

6,000

Annual Scholarships

5,000
53,250,000

Operating Support

Oklahoma Arts Institute

Oklahoma City, OK

Summer Arts Institute

12,000

Oklahoma School of Science and
Mathematics Foundation

Oklahoma City, OK

Faculty Retention "Bridge" Stipend Program

25,000

Oklahoma Ag Leadership Program

20,000

Annual Scholarships

10,000

Annual Scholarships

8,000

Washington, DC

Operating Support

10,000

Soil Health Institute

Morrisville, NC

Operating Support

2,000,000

Southern Oklahoma Ambulance Service, Inc.

Ardmore, OK

Communication System Repairs And Upgrades

11,160

Southern Oklahoma Technology Center

Ardmore, OK

Annual Scholarships

4,600

Tulsa, OK

Operating Support

5,000

The Grace Center of Southern Oklahoma, Inc

Ardmore, OK

Operating Support

7,500

The MORE Foundation

Ardmore, OK

Pettitt Educational Fund

74,866

Young Mens Christian Association
of Ardmore, Oklahoma

Ardmore, OK

Operating Support

50,000

Oklahoma State University Foundation

Stillwater, OK

Panhandle State University

Goodwell, OK

Philanthropy Roundtable

Special Olympics Oklahoma, Inc.

$217,529

$187,500

$92,500

To match dollar for dollar the contributions
made by board members of the Noble
Foundation and employees of Noble Research
Institute, Noble Energy and Noble Corporation
to qualifying educational institutions

To provide a maximum of 10 $20,000 four-year
awards to children of employees of Noble
companies

To provide scholarships in the fields of
agriculture and technology to students from
15 south-central and southeastern Oklahoma
counties

Employee Matching Grants

Noble Education Fund Scholarships

T O TA L G R A N T S AWA R D E D A N D PA I D :
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Sam Noble Scholarships

$56,821,330
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C O N S O L I DAT E D S TAT E M E N T S O F F I N A N C I A L P O S I T I O N
DEC. 31, 2018

DEC. 31, 2017

Cash

$6,591,717

$3,088,205

Short-term investments

28,536,282

17,241,144

952,578

927,322

Due from brokers for securities sold

3,208,650

12,986,053

Accounts receivable and other assets

2,651,248

2,086,402

Prepaid expenses

1,072,523

813,099

Limited partnerships

311,011,482

354,550,701

59,556,831

29,855,761

81,114,175

44,123,511

Corporate stock

330,207,451

415,973,054

Mutual and commingled funds

116,330,426

115,825,818

587,208,883

605,778,144

388,557

388,557

97,275,245

129,806,691

$1,038,897,165

$1,127,666,318

ASSETS

2018

FINANCIAL

Report

Accrued interest and dividends receivable

Marketable securities, at fair value
U.S. government securities
Corporate securities

Total marketable securities
Other investments

Property and equipment (net of accumulated depreciation)

T O TA L A S S E T S

This information was derived from The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation’s annual financial statements for 2018, which were audited by the independent accounting firm
of Grant Thornton LLP. A complete picture of The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation’s financial position and results of operations can only be obtained by reviewing the
annual financial statements in their entirety. Please contact The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation if you would like a copy of the complete financial statements.
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DEC. 31, 2018

DEC. 31, 2017

Accounts payable and accrued expenses

$4,875,941

$4,578,522

Due to brokers for securities purchased

482,579

1,069,248

Grants payable

2,558,750

2,585,625

Notes payable

1,100,000

6,132,178

Liability for deferred taxes

1,900,000

5,900,000

Liability for pension and postretirement medical benefits

11,265,223

21,837,875

22,182,493

42,103,448

1,013,961,512

1,082,725,810

2,753,160

2,837,060

1,016,714,672

1,085,562,870

$1,038,897,165

$1,127,666,318

LIABILITIES

Total liabilities

2018

FINANCIAL
Report

NET ASSETS
Without donor restrictions
With donor restrictions

Total net assets

T O TA L L I A B I L I T I E S A N D N E T A S S E T S

The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation
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C O N S O L I DAT E D S TAT E M E N T S O F AC T I V I T I E S A N D C H A N G E S I N N E T A S S E T S
YEAR ENDED 2018

YEAR ENDED 2017

Interest

$3,359,461

$3,112,554

Dividends

7,674,795

6,835,271

132,396,827

32,584,855

( 197,748,412 )

82,127,373

NET ASSETS WITHOUT DONOR RESTRICTIONS
Revenues, gains and losses:

Net realized gains on investments, net of investment expenses
Net unrealized (loss) gain on investments
Other miscellaneous program income
Total (losses), revenues and gains

2018

FINANCIAL

Report

7,356,085

6,657,851

( 46,961,244 )

131,317,904

47,211,738

45,833,564

Program service expenses:
Research
Consulting and Education

11,191,306

9,114,006

Philanthropy

3,576,388

5,631,386

61,979,432

60,578,956

5,531,739

7,012,982

Provision for federal and state taxes

(1,891,624)

2,815,572

Total expenses

65,619,547

70,407,510

(112,580,791)

60,910,394

Gain on involuntary conversion

34,292,781

–

Pension and postretirement medical related changes other than net periodic costs

9,523,712

Total program service expenses
Operational support

Expenses in excess of revenues, gains and losses

Change in net assets without donor restrictions

1,912,225

(68,764,298)

62,822,619

Net activity on assets with donor restrictions

(83,900)

254,939

Change in net assets with donor restrictions

(83,900)

254,939

Change in net assets

(68,848,198)

63,077,558

Net assets, beginning of year

1,085,562,870

1,022,485,312

Net assets, end of year

$1,016,714,672

$1,085,562,870

NET ASSETS WITH DONOR RESTRICTIONS
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